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Hubble also measured 
the shift in colour, or 
wavelength, of  the light 
from distant galaxies.
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HubbleHubble’’s Law: 1929s Law: 1929

Distant galaxies are receding from us with a 
speed proportional to their distance



Although Hubble got the 
expansion law correct, his 
measurement of the current 
rate of expansion was quite 
wrong, and took many 
decades to correct.



More recently we have extended the Hubble diagram 
to great distances, using e.g. Supernovae….
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~14 billion years







Wood-Vasey et al (2007)

Latest results:  still speeding up!!!
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We can measure the shape of the Universe using the 
cosmic microwave background radiation



Early Universe too hot for neutral atoms

Free electrons scattered light (as in a fog)

After 380,000 years, cool enough for atoms; fog clears!



Background radiation predicted 
in 1950s and 1960s by Gamov, 
Dicke, Peebles.

Discovered in 1965 by 
Penzias and Wilson

Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson

Robert Dicke

Jim Peebles



CoBE map of temperature across the sky
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CoBE map of temperature across the sky

The Runaway Universe, Sep 1st2007



CoBE map of temperature across the sky



CMBR ‘ripples’ are the 
seeds of today’s galaxies

Galaxy formation is highly 
sensitive to the pattern, or 
power spectrum, of CMBR 
temperature ripples









Summary:

The expansion is accelerating

The shape of the Universe is FLAT 

The Universe will continue to expand 
for ever



The future of the Universe?The future of the Universe?

No 
Big Crunch!!!



CMBR ‘ripples’ are the 
seeds of today’s galaxies

Galaxy formation is highly 
sensitive to the pattern, or 
power spectrum, of CMBR 
temperature ripples
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Rich cluster

Void?





Redshift
surveys 
(mid-

1980s)

1 Mpc = 3.26 milion light years1 Mpc = 3.26 milion light years



The largest structures in 
LCRS are much smaller than
the survey size

The size of the
structures is
similar in both 
samples

LCRS

1995 (LAS CAMPANAS)





The Two Degree Field Galaxy 
Redshift Survey (2dFGR

S)





= 100 Mpc diameter



The Sloan Digital Sky 
Survey

(SDSS)



SDSS

CfA



Which simulation model matches the observations?...



Area and Size of Redshift Surveys
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Hubble’s tuning fork classification

We see spiral and elliptical galaxies…





Morphological Segregation

Nowadays we find few spiral galaxies in 
rich clusters.  This is thought to be 
because the spiral disks are disrupted by 
tidal forces…





Morphological Segregation

Nowadays we find few spiral galaxies in 
rich clusters.  This is thought to be 
because the spiral disks are disrupted by 
tidal forces…

…Conversely, many ellipticals (and some 
spirals) may have formed from galaxy 
mergers.


















































